Abstract-Critical proportioning method is an important and widely used method for PID engineering tuning. Since textbooks only introduce PID parameters tuning steps and simulation examples, without giving the value of critical proportion amplification coefficient (CPAC) and the research on system's stability, so learners don't know clearly how this parameter value is obtained. In this paper, firstly, the system stability which was the precondition for applying critical proportioning method was proved by using Rouse stability criterion and Bode diagram. Secondly, the CPAC value was deduced in theory according to Rouse stability criterion. Finally, a detailed example was given based on MATLAB, it enables learners to have a thorough understanding of the proposed method both in theory and simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
PID control is the widest approach used in industrial process control community. PID control acts as the basis for many advanced process control. Since the control performance varies with PID parameters, PID parameters tuning is the core work for PID control systems. PID parameters tuning methods can be classified into the following two types [1] : 1) Theoretical calculation tuning method, which is dependent on mathematical modeling, and decides controller parameters by theoretical calculation. However, this approach exhibits some disadvantages in terms of the complicated calculation, the significant dependence on the mathematical modeling, and the computation data which can't be directly used and need to be adjusted according to practical engineering. 2) Engineering tuning method, which relies on engineering experiences and doesn't require the prior knowledge of the mathematical modeling of the control process, therefore can proceed on-site adjustment. This approach is simple and easy to be mastered, as a result, it can be commonly applied to practical engineering. Engineering tuning method mainly includes Ziegler-Nichols (Z-N) method, critical proportioning method and attenuation curve method.
In this paper, the critical proportioning method is used in PID parameters tuning. As a precondition for applying critical proportioning method, Rouse stability criterion and Bode diagram are used to present the system stability, then, the value of CPAC is deduced by Rouse stability criterion. From this work, the learners can know clearly how the value of CPAC is obtained, and have a thorough understanding of the critical proportioning method.
II. THE EFFECT OF PID CONTROLLER PARAMETER ON CONTROL PERFORMANCE
In a control system, PID algorithm can be expressed as
The transfer function is Figure I .
K , the response of system will increase, it is beneficial to decrease the system static error and the effect of disturbance, but can't eliminate the static error ultimately. When P K is large enough, overshoot and oscillation will occur, which lead to system unstable.
2) Integration time i
T . Decreasing i T will increase the system's response speed, decrease the overshoot, but it will increase the oscillation which degenerates the system stability.
3) Derivative time d
T . Derivative control, which belongs to advanced control, is used to overcome larger transmission and capacity lags of the controlled plant, and to improve the system T is chosen appropriately.
From the above analysis, the three parameters of PID controller directly influence the control performance. In order to achieve satisfactory control performance, parameters p K ,
i T and d
T should be calibrated in the most optimal manner.
III. ADJUSTING PID CONTROLLER PARAMETERS USING CRITICAL PROPORTIONING METHOD
The steps [2] of adjusting PID parameters by using critical proportioning method are summarized as the following. 
4)
According to the operation order "P→I→D", set controller parameters to the values achieved in step 3, then make the system work by itself. If the control performances are still not satisfied, further adjustments should be done according to the step 4. 
Integration time T i
Derivative time .In the following, the critical proportioning method is used to determine respectively the parameters of PID controller, and the unit step response curve of the closed-loop system is provided.
A. Stability Analysis of The Closed-Loop System
Since only stable system is controllable, the system stability analysis must be done before using the critical proportioning method to adjust the PID parameters.
1) Stability analysis of the closed-loop system using Rouse stability criterion [3] 
B. System Simulation
The model diagram of system simulation [4] is shown below. 
The unit step response curve of the system is shown in the following figure when the PID controller is applied.
FIGURE V. THE UNIT STEP RESPONSE CURVE OF THE SYSTEM UNDER PID CONTROLLER
Since engineering tuning PID parameter method relies on empirical formula, it is unapplicable to any case, and therefore the PID parameters calibrated by engineering tuning method are not necessarily perfect. Meanwhile, if the PID parameters are not ideal, some adjustments should be made according to the practical process in order to obtain the satisfactory control performance.
V. CONCLUSIONS
System stability analysis has been discussed and judged by using Rouse stability criterion and Bode diagram. Then, the value of CPAC is deduced by Rouse stability criterion in theory, which saves a lot of regulation time in the process of PID parameters tuning. The simulation example is provided to give a comprehensive analysis and detailed steps of adjusting PID controller parameters by using critical proportioning method. Now, the learners can know clearly how the value of CPAC is obtained, and have a comprehensive, clear understanding of the critical proportioning method. Simulation results illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
